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17 years after organized medicine admitted it had a 

problem, it's still has a problem



Stelfox H T et al. Qual Saf Health Care 2006;15:174-1783

Investments in reducing harm & improving quality 

have been enormous



Current approaches to improving quality 

are not scalable, and just don’t work 
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$5 BILLION 
to launch a new drug 
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The diffusion of medical innovations has 

accelerated over the centuries
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…but looks to be stuck at around 17 years



“Facebook is pretty 

much the GPS for this 

revolution. Without the 

street there’s no 

revolution, but add 

Facebook to the street 

and you get real 

potential.”

Foetus
Chief Technology Officer

Tazrik: Tunisian street resistance network



Major Transfusion Reaction

Missed Normal Test Result

ACE in Pregnancy

Missed Opportunity for PrEP

Antibiotics for URI

Missed Screening Test

Drug-drug interaction

Delayed diagnosis of Acromegaly

Wrong-site surgery

Unnecessary Testing

Frequency
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As we try to improve the health of the 

nation, we don’t know what we don’t know. 



What if healthcare 

really had a 

platform?
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Connect providers to drive clinical 

improvements and sharing of best practices

Leverage network data to focus 

interventions to stamp out bad medicine

Accelerate dissemination and adoption of 

new innovations to the point of care
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We could…
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“The common denominator of all platforms is that 

they facilitate interactions between two distinct 
groups that want to interact and need each other,”

PROVIDERS PAYERS✔

PROVIDERS
ORGANIZED

MEDICINE

PROVIDERS PROVIDERS

PROVIDERS PATIENTS



Let’s build a national physician game-layer to drive clinical 

improvement
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Let’s build a platform to reduce the cost of 

diffusing innovation
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athenaClinicals
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87K+ 
providers

13%
of Americans seen 

by athenahealth 

providers last year

143K
total network 

endpoints

317K
MDs served on 

Epocrates

9,324 lab and imaging 

endpoints

100 
MDP partners 

contracted 2.7M
covered lives
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Source: athenaResearch

1: 30 million visits to practices active on the athenahealth network before 2011

2. http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/ahcd/namcs_summary/2010_namcs_web_tables.pdf

Patient Data Set Characteristics
athenahealth network vs CDC
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Our network data allows us to surveil for 

the most egregious errors
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2006 2006

• 10 year old study revealed the danger of ACE inhibitors to unborn children

• We found 62,468 women of child-bearing age across 2145 client sites

• Based on our data, ACOG published new guidance and partnered with us to 

campaign to providers
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…and reveals patterns only we can uncover
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New recommendations 

on ART prophylaxis for 

patients with risk factors

Estimated 730,210 

patients could benefit 

(if PCPs asked the right 

questions)

10,103 we know could 

benefit from a 

conversation with their 

PCP
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NETWORK KNOWLEDGE WORK

The Ebola Patient Was Sent Home Because of Bad Software
The Dallas hospital’s debacle highlights the atrociousness of many electronic health records.

OCTOBER 3, 2014

50K+ providers 

in 2014 in need 

of guidance

At-risk patient Ebola 
symptoms, travel 
history, and risk for 
exposure.

Knowledge content added to 
EMR.  And quick-reference list 
created.

300K physicians and 1M 
Epocrates users received 
necessary information.



Belfast? Show short video.  
Delivered 
2,000 flu shots 
in 4 hours

Any opportunity can be tested, and anyone can 

make an offer to take action



“To him who devotes his life to 

science, nothing can give more 

happiness than increasing the 

number of discoveries, but his 

cup of joy is full when the results 

of his studies immediately find 

practical applications.”
Louis Pasteur





The entire U.S. is struggling to create what we already have
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